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Extreme Programming and Agile Methods - XP/Agile Universe 2004: 4th Conference on Extreme Programming and Agile Methods, Calgary, Canada, AugustSpringer, 2008

	It was 1999 when Extreme Programming Explained was first published, making this

	year’s event arguably the fifth anniversary of the birth of the XP/Agile movement in

	software development. Our fourth conference reflected the evolution and the learning

	that have occurred in these exciting five years as agile practices have become...
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Behavioral Emergencies for the Emergency PhysicianCambridge University Press, 2013

	Emergency physicians, in all practice settings, care for patients with both undifferentiated psycho-behavioral presentations and established psychiatric illness. This reference-based text goes beyond diagnostics, providing practical input from physicians experienced with adult emergency psychiatric patients. Physicians will increase their...
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First Look 2007 Microsoft  Office SystemMicrosoft Press, 2006
Your wishes are granted! The new release that is the focus of this book—2007 Microsoft Office
system—has been designed to answer just these kinds of needs for people working with information
the world over. The 2007 release not only offers better integration, enhanced communication,
professional presentation, and expanded...
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C# 3.0 Unleashed: With the .NET Framework 3.5Sams Publishing, 2008
Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a...
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Presentation Zen Design: Simple Design Principles and Techniques to Enhance Your PresentationsNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	In his internationally acclaimed, best-selling book Presentation Zen: Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery, presentation master Garr Reynolds gave readers the framework for planning, putting together, and delivering successful presentations. Now, he takes us further into the design realm and shows how we can apply...
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Stories that Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual Design for Persuasive PresentationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn how to use stories and visuals to make top–notch presentations


	It′s called CAST (Content, Audience, Story, & Tell) and it′s been a quiet success, until now. Developed over a twelve year period as a presentation method to help Enterprise Architects, it was adopted by Microsoft Enterprise...
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Adobe InDesign CS2 @work: Projects You Can Use on the JobSams Publishing, 2005
Adobe InDesign CS2 is a powerful, but complicated, page layout technology. Sure, learning how to use the various tools and techniques is important, but what you really need and want to know is how to put those tools and techniques to use to complete projects at work. That's where Adobe InDesign CS2 @...
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Wheels and Axles (Early Bird Physics Series)Lerner Publications, 2001
You work every day. At home, one of your chores may be painting. At school, you work when you sharpen your pencil. You work at snack time. And you work when you race in gym. Eating and playing are work, too!

About the Authors

Sally M. Walker is the author of many books for young readers. When she isn’t busy writing and...
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Framework Design Guidelines: Conventions, Idioms, and Patterns for Reusable .NET Libraries (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	Framework Design Guidelines, Second Edition, teaches developers the best practices for designing reusable libraries for the Microsoft .NET Framework. Expanded and updated for .NET 3.5, this new edition focuses on the design issues that directly affect the programmability of a class library, specifically its...
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Expert SQL Server Transactions and Locking: Concurrency Internals for SQL Server PractitionersApress, 2018

	Some time ago, one of my colleagues asked me, “What do you like about SQL Server the

	most?” I had heard this question many times before, and so I provided my usual answer:

	“SQL Server Internals. I like to understand how the product works and solve complex

	problems with this knowledge.”





	His...
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Powerful PowerPoint for Educators: Using Visual Basic for Applications to Make PowerPoint InteractiveLibraries Unlimited, 2004
With clear, concise, step-by-step instructions on how to create presentations, users can create multiple-choice tests that not only give feedback, but also keep score....This is a powerful tool for educators to have in their repertoire....This book will encourage PowerPoint users to push their skills beyond the status quo.     

Learn to...
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Requirements Management Using IBM(R) Rational(R) RequisitePro(R)IBM Press, 2007
Optimize Your Entire Requirements Process–and Use Requirements to Build More Successful Software 
 

Using IBM® Rational® RequisitePro®, you can systematically improve the way you create and maintain requirements–and use those requirements to build...
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